A Kushner-Stratonovich stochastic method for non-linear dynamical systems

David Mumford [1] argues stochasticity will set future directions in applied mathematics, systems and control. After accounting for stochasticity of dynamical systems, the standard dynamical equation is the stochastic differential equation. The Itô stochasticity and the Stratonovich are the formal theoretical interpretations. On the other hand, white noise process is a generalized stochastic process and an informal stochastic process. In systems and control literature, the problem of analysing stochasticity of dynamical systems accounts for three problems: filtering, stability and control of stochastic systems. First, we achieve filtering of non-linear stochastic systems in more general setting, subsequently, stability and control of stochastic systems.

In this talk, I will focus on non-linear filtering of stochastic systems and state very briefly standard results systems in more general setting, subsequently, stability and control of stochastic systems.

More precisely, this talk is about non-linear filtering for the continuous state-continuous measurement system [3]. The results have deep connections with the Kushner-Stratonovich equation of this note. Subsequently, I will discuss the motion of orbiting satellite under stochastic influence [5]. Here, I choose the Kushner-Stratonovich (KS) equation as the ‘beginning’ point of the talk, since this equation opens up stochastic control that will set future directions in systems and control, see [1]. That demonstrates the beauty, power and universality of the KS equation. It is hoped that this talk will be useful for young Researchers, who will face and circumvent tomorrow’s difficulty in control theory and control technology.
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